
MATH 240: Real Analysis 
Qualifying Exam. I'v1ay 26, '.2006 

General instructions: 3 hou:-s. )'; o booi:s or notes. Be sure w motivate all 
(nontrivial) claims and statements. You may use without proof any result proved 
in the text. You need to reprove c.ny result given as an e):ercise. 

Specific instructions: Do p:-oblems L 5. and 6. ClmJse two of the three prot
lems '.2, 3. and 4. Be sure to indicate which two of these you Vi'2"ilt graded. 

Notation: m = d:r denotes the Lebesgue measure. (X, /vi,µ) is a measure space. 

l. ( 50p) Determine if the statements below are True or False. If True. give a 
brief proof. If False, give a counterexample 1.or prove your assertion in another 
way, if you prefer). If you claim an assertion follows from a theorem in the 
text, name the theorem (or describe it otherv:ise) and explain carefully how the 
conclusion follows. 

(a) If j E C([O, l]), f' exists a.e. (m) and f' = 0 a.e. (m). then f is constant. 

(b) If X =i Ei :J £ 2 :J ... are Jv1-measurable sets such that µ(l1JEJ) = 0, then 
limJ_00 µ(£J) = 0. 

(c) Suppose {fJ} is a sequence in L 1(X,µ) with .f1 2 h 2 ... 2 0 a.e. (µ.),and 
let f (x) = limi_.oo fy(x) a.e. (µ). Then fx f d,u. = lim.J_.oo f x f;du. 

(d) Let v be a finite signed measure on X, and li1 i its total variation. Then. there 
is f E L1(X, !vi) such that for every g E L1(X. v). f;.: gdv = fx gf div!. 

(e) Let X be a Banach space and x· its dual. Let {xj} be a sequence in x• such 
that lim.i_.00 xj(x) exists (as a complex number) for every x EX. Then. there is 
x* Ex· such that x*(x) = lim1 _ 00 xj(x) for every x EX. 

2. (30p) Let {fy} be a sequence in AC([O, l]J such that that limj'~oc fj(O) = c 
and, for someg E L1([0,l],dx), f; ___,gin L1. 

(a) Show that f(x) = limj~oc fj(x) exists for all x E [O. l]. 

(b) Show that f E AC([O, l]) and!'= g a.e. (m). 

3. (30p) Let {ad be a sequence of complex numbers such that =~=c ak is con
vergent. Set S~, := L~=m ak. 
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(a) Shov,; that, for 0 ::; x ::; 1. 
n r1-l 

~a• ,,.,i: = \""' C:J (·~,j - TJ-i-1'1 ..'- C:"' . .,.,n L "......, .!..__.t ..... m ...l. ~- / '--m...., · 

lc=m ;=:n 

(b) Shmv that 

Hint: Estimate the left hand side of the formula in (b). 

4. (30p) Let. {fJ} be a sequence of real-valued functions in L 1(X. /J) such that 
f; - f a.e. with f E L 1(X, µ). Suppose {9,J} is a sequence of functions in 
L 1(X, µ)such that l!JI ::; g1 , 9; ___, g a.e. for some g E L 1(X, µ),and also 9J ___, g 
in L 1

. Prove that 

I' f dµ = lim r fjdµ 
• X ;~oo J X 

5. Let H be a Hilbert space, P: '}-{ ___, H a bounded linear operator, P*: H ___, H 
its adjoint, and R(P), N (P) its range and nullspace, respectively. 

(a) (lOp) Show that N(P*) = R(P)J_ and R(P•) = N(P)J_. 

(b) (15p) Show that R(P*) is closed if R(P) is closed. 

(c) (15p) Assume that P 2 = P. Show that the following are equivalent (you may 
use parts (a) and (b) even if you did not do them): 

(i) R(P) is closed and llx - Pxll = infyERIP) llx - yjj for every x EH. 
(ii) p = P*. 

6. (30p) For each NE JR., define in IRn the measures dµf\' := (1 + ixl)Ndx and, 
for each 1 ::; p < ex:, the norms 

(a) Show that for every t > 0, there is a constant Ct such that for every 1 ::; r < 
p < oc and every 

Nv-'- n(p- r)· -'- t(r1 - r\ 
7\T •- • ,!:' ' 
lVt .-

T 

the estimate 

holds. 



(b) Shov,' that the cor:.stants C\ car.: be chosen such ~hat C: ~ 0 aE t ~ex::. 

Hint. For part (a), observs that l = <.l -i- ixi):'f/(l + )xl)M. 
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